
 

 

Category: Best Event 

Company: Red Havas and Kellogg’s 

Entry title: Kellogg’s ‘snap, crackle and pop-up’ cereal café 

 
 
Brief and objectives: 

Established in 1906, Kellogg’s is one of the world’s leading food brands. Its presence in the 

UK remains firmly rooted in Manchester, home to its headquarters and the largest 

Cornflakes factory in the world!  

In 2019, Kellogg’s launched its ‘largest ever packaging redesign’ across Europe. 

Brief: create a consumer PR campaign which drives talkability, celebrates the new 

packaging, reminding consumers of their ‘love of cereal’.   

Objectives:  

• Drive national coverage on Kellogg’s new pack designs, supporting perception of the 

brand as clean and contemporary  

• Drive local coverage to strengthen links to Manchester being the home of cereal in 

the UK 

• Tap into Kellogg’s ‘fandom’ across media, consumers and employees- driving brand 

affinity and advocacy. 

 

The idea, research and planning: 

The majority of the UK have Kellogg’s as a staple food cupboard item, so whilst the 

packaging redesign was at the heart, an experiential event concept would help to spark 

consumer interest. 

Embracing success of Kellogg’s New York cereal café, we fused this notion with a cereal art 

gallery; the first ever ‘snap, crackle and pop-up café’ in the UK using the Kellogg’s brand and 

new designs in a creative artwork setting. Lending itself to a multi-faceted media relations 

and social campaign, it would drive talkability around the redesign, allowing consumers to 

experience cereal in a Manchester venue which would strengthen the link as the ‘home of 

cereal’.  



We proposed coinciding with National Cereal Day; facilitating the perception of Kellogg’s as 

the cereal brand leader and using it as a springboard to drive social and media conversation. 

 

Strategy, tactics, creativity and innovation: 

The #lovecereal hashtag was used as a vehicle to drive talkability and organic reach. 

Several innovative tactics were deployed to maximise conversation and drive footfall: 

• To launch the café teamed with the Cereal Killer Brothers, the brains behind 

London's Cereal Killer café – prime content for cereal ‘super fans’ - and alongside 

local celebrity Georgia May Foote who was fitting to the audience demographic 

• Graphic artists commissioned to create abstract art inspired by new designs, posted 

on social and displayed in the café offering a trade-off to consumers to post a selfie 

for free cereal 

• Manchester based Six Artist was commissioned to post their take on the new 

branding on Instagram. Manchester-themed cereal 'remixes' were also on the menu 

supporting local links i.e. Buzzin Bee Krunch alongside exclusive merchandise 

giveaways 

• Product drops to journalists/bloggers (local and national) and influencers i.e. Mrs 

Hinch added credibility and advocacy 

• Partnered with ‘The Manc’ a local viral website to create a sneak preview video the 

night before launch and build momentum  

• Internal employee engagement initiatives for +950 Manchester colleagues i.e.factory 

tour with the Cereal Killer Brothers encouraged colleague participation. 

 

Delivery, including details of design, production and support teams employed: 

At breakneck speed, we worked closely with event partners Crowd UK to research, secure 

and design the venue then recruited staff, formalised event legislation, commissioned and 

secured relevant artwork/influencer partnerships- all within 25 days.  

The pop-up cafe took place from 7th-10th March in the former Princess Street Starbucks 

café, opposite Manchester Town Hall.  

Working alongside Kellogg’s social team was essential to ensure integrated event activation 

success.  As a ‘pop up’ event we were keen to build suspense, leaking a photo on the wire 

on 6th March which broke on social media within hours.  

A trade, regional and national release were tailored for launch day, alongside media drops 

with the new pack designs.  We held press interviews with Georgia Foote during the launch 

event, whilst Kellogg’s mascot Coco Monkey visited Lad Bible and Pretty 52 offices 

maximising talkability on National Cereal Day. 

 



Measurement and evaluation:  

In over 4 days the event: 

• Had 4000+ visitors – some from 100+miles away!  

Correlating original objectives there was: 

• Over 20 pieces of media coverage 100% favourable in tone/message penetration. 

Brand affinity evident through: 

• The most viewed Kellogg’s Instagram story to date  

• Likes were still posted on creative artwork a week later, something not generally 

seen on organic content 

• A number of positive comments (total 72) directly referenced the new pack design -“I 

like the new design”, “these are cool”.  

Additionally, it enabled buyers to showcase the new range to retailers in an innovative 

environment. 

 

Budget and campaign impact: 

Despite tight timings, cost effectiveness was achieved by acting with accountability and 

agility with one point of contact leading all elements of project end to end.  

The event had significant impact; with no above the line spend, PR and Social alone created 

high street queues on launch day and encouraged 4000+ visitors!  

We initiated an event which cleverly took a corporate redesign concept and crafted a 

consumer story, successfully positioning Kellogg’s as a regional talking point on a national 

scale. It wasn’t just a pop-up café mechanic but went further, maximising appeal and 

talkability on a social stage to drive positive brand impact. 

 


